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Executive Summary

Aim and desired outcome
“Taking the first step towards revolutionising the way customers access planning services.
We will explore ways customers can interact with live spatial data rather than static
documents”.

This is a broad ranging discovery in partnership with our supplier (NEC Software Solutions)
that takes a step back and re-thinks how geospatial data can automate the planning
process. Along the way, we will consider other opportunities to achieve our desired
outcomes:

● Increase efficiency through automation 
● Improve the customer experience 
● Improve inclusion and participation in planning 

Summary
● As planning leads, we want to improve the customer experience and make quick

and accurate decisions, whilst delivering value for money for our business and
convenience for our customers 

● The planning process is hindered by the lack of true GIS integration at the point
of application and publication 

● Duplication, re-entry and static file outputs are blockers to progress 
● We are seeking to explore and document a fresh new approach with GIS as the

beating heart of our platform not as an add on 
● There is an opportunity to build from Spatial Data as the starting point for all

interactions with planning services 
● Existing software solutions have been developed to effectively manage a paper

process, whether physical or digital, as opposed to enabling a fully integrated
platform with the capability to access complex and diverse data based on place 

● We are seeking re-imagine the way customers interact with our planning service
by improving the way they interact in real-time with live spatial data 

● This journey could take authorities to a place where we end the reliance on
images, documents, and endless storage 

● We envision a place where spatial data is alive; delivering better experiences for
our customers, increased accessibility to planning data, and the potential to drive
further organisational efficiency

Opportunities
The software benefits identified by this project (quick wins and roadmap items) can be
adopted by all of NEC Software Solutions’ ASSURE Planning customers.

Research and learning from the project is shared openly for all Planning authorities with this
final report in the form of a slide pack and wireframe.



Making the change

Baseline data worked with
During our customer futures review in 2017 we radically re envisaged our professional
support unit which provided much of the administrative functions of the team .  This
comprehensive service review delivered direct cost savings of £600k over three financial
years despite a year-on-year increase in planning applications .

Currently planning volume growth remains high; we experienced a 26% year on year
increase reported in 21/22.  Further radical improvement of the customer experience/service
efficiency is constrained by the limitation of current state technology.

Further detail is provided in the final report slide pack.

Key tasks and Activities undertaken
● Kick off meetings/introductions
● Series of six workshops
● Show and tells
● Research
● Consolidation

How we worked together and with suppliers to achieve this
We created a joint team of eight that worked together throughout the 12-week project
combining Planning expertise, a customer advocate and IT strategic input supported by
technical and product resources from our supplier.

Each workshop was structured to keep focus on the use of GIS, automation, customer
experience and customer inclusion in Planning. Creative idea-sharing and discussion was
then followed up with research reported back to the next workshop.

Our workshops with NEC:
Working in a multidisciplinary team with technical expertise from our supplier, our customer
service centre and validation team together with planning managers:

● We reviewed existing product functionality and the existing information provided via
the Colchester ‘Planning on the Map’ our interactive GIS.

● We identified areas for improvement including 3-d modelling (as adopted in Jersey)
to improve engagement with the community and the quality of design.

● We considered what additional data was available via partner websites and how we
might bring this together to improve self-serve and a ‘one stop’ shop for customers.

● We explored ‘the art of the possible’ in redesigning the application process, starting
with the GIS (not the form) and identifying the property (a UPRN or polygon). We
considered how this could form the gateway to a statutory application, guided by a
decision tree and possible chat bot and AI (e.g. PLANX), including automation
opportunities e.g. auto population of fields and auto validation of documents using
existing software e.g. to screen drawings for quality (c.f UK Passport Office
photograph quality screening).



● We considered potential areas where the automation of planning decisions to provide
an instant determination was possible in areas based on known parameters or
defined rules e.g. Have all the conditions been discharged (a frequent question in
property transactions where delay could be avoided through automation) or
Certificates of Lawfulness from basic permitted changes of use e.g C3 dwelling
house to small HMO of 6 or fewer unrelated persons sharing services. Immediate
decisions could cut costs and delays for customers. We asked NEC to investigate the
deliverability of these innovations based around existing product and known software
solutions.

● We considered how we could stop incomplete applications entering our system, we
quantified the magnitude of the problem and the costs currently incurred in finessing
flawed applications, we considered innovative projects elsewhere e.g. Milton Keynes
and the use of basic AI to triage applications. We found this required further work to
deliver workable solutions, but the potential savings justified product development

● We focussed on quick wins, where the existing product could be upgraded to
improve functionality e.g. automated call-in requests by elected members, automated
e-alerts for interested parties on receipt of application for a specified site or
additional/revised information received, notification of interested party of scheduled
committee date, auto population of report template by consultee responses etc.

● We identified areas where further work was required by the software provider such as
automated decisions on simple statutory applications.

Consolidation
Following our joint workshops, our software provider’s technical team researched the
existing product functionality and existing data solutions, both external and internal to
confirm whether the existing product could evolve to deliver the innovations discussed. The
easy wins were captured and more aspirational functionality added to their programme for
product innovation.

Meeting the 5 Core Principles of the Local Digital Declaration

1. Redesign services around the needs of the people using them.
Our research has been focussed on the householder applicant who has little
experience of the Planning process.  We have taken the first point back a step (i.e.
before starting an application) to offer the applicant help and advice about whether
they need planning permission at all and what help options are available to them.
These options are already there or underway – but we have considered how they join
up as a logical and meaningful user journey.

2. Breaking the dependence on inflexible and expensive technology that doesn’t join up
effectively, in favour of modular common components and open data standards.
We have consciously selected a supplier who is open to integration and keen to use
open data standards.  This will enable Planning authorities to select the best tools for
each part of the user journey.

3. Design safe, secure and useful ways of sharing information to build trust among our
partners and citizens.



Our supplier is committed to remain compliant with supported versions of data
standards and industry protocols to ensure data sharing is secure.

4. Demonstrate digital leadership, creating the conditions for genuine organisational
transformation.
We have researched areas that fall outside the traditional confines of a software
product; focussing on the user whole journey - encouraging our supplier to think
about how they can contribute to the wider organisational transformation.

5. Embed an open culture that values, incentivises and expects working in the open
wherever we can, sharing our plans and experience, working collaboratively with
other organisations, and reusing good practice.
We have followed the research wherever it has taken us - holding calls with third
parties during the project (e.g. PlanX) to share our thinking and ideas.  We have
openly shared our findings in show and tells and the final report packs.

Outcomes

What would be different for Council Staff - see slide pack for details
● Using GIS to automate inefficient tasks such as spatial queries to show

policies and constraints, consultation selection and review
● Reduction of invalid applications through auto validation, use of data

standards
● Automation of decision-making

What would be different for Applicants - see slide pack for details
● A more intuitive starting point for finding out/applying for planning services
● GIS to show policies and constraints and use known data to simplify

application process
● 3D models and immersive experiences of planned development
● Support through an unfamiliar process (chatbots, simplification)
● Automated alerts about planning applications that affect me

Conclusions

Next Steps as a result of this work
Colchester Borough Council will be implementing the ASSURE solution during 2022 to
benefit from the quick wins and NEC Software Solutions has committed to develop a
roadmap for the items identified in this project.

Potential implications for future policy and/or process improvements
We have identified the potential for further discovery and alpha work on auto validation,
automation of decisions, chatbots and integration with corporate GIS systems.

We have also identified the importance of engagement with software suppliers about data
standards to ensure we can further automate Planning applications



Appendix

● Slide pack - CBC and NEC Development Management Pathfinder Project Final
Report

● Wireframe showing reimagined customer journey for making a planning application
starting from a map

https://paas-s3-broker-prod-lon-252c9c29-444d-4eae-8a79-75f7eef7a638.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/29164523/Colchester-Slides.pdf
https://paas-s3-broker-prod-lon-252c9c29-444d-4eae-8a79-75f7eef7a638.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/29164523/Colchester-Slides.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXWMuP9iudQ

